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Tickets Now Available For
Thursday's · Libel Night
Tickets are on sale now for
Libel Night 1975, scheduled for
Thursday night in Phi Beta
Kappa Hall.
The evening's entertainment
will begin with a cocktail hour at
7:30 p.m., followed by the
performance at 8:30 p.m.
Ticket cost is 50 cents , and
advance sale tickets are
available in the SBA office.
This year's performance will
last a little over an hour and will
contain original dialogue, songs,
and dances .
The theme of Libel Night 1975
is based upon faculty talent and
imaginary sequences that would
take place if various faculty

members could run the Law
School as they wish.
Included in the talent show
portion are such unreal talents
as J. Madison Whitehead, Law
School librarian, reciting
original poetry , and C. Harper
Anderson displaying gourmet
chef talents.
The imaginary sequences
include Tom Collins as the
commander of the Starship
"Boobyprize " and Ron Brown as
a Mafioso conciJiare.
No fac ulty member will be
spared in the Libel Night
performance, even those no
longer teaching at Marshall-

Wythe, such as R. Gordon Scott
appearing as the property class
"Answer-Man. "
For those law students
concerned with inflation, the
Libel Night Committee will offer
a five cent rebate on all 55 cent
tickets sold for the performance.
The rebate is not in effect when
the regular 50 cent ticket is
purchased.
Special appearances by the
dancing group "The Ti-Grace
Atkinson Dancers" will round
out the evening of wit, song and
dance .

Applications F or Money

Available At Student Aid

Three loan sources are
available to Marshall-Wythe
students ,
e ach
featuring
deferred repayment. Law
students seeking loan assistance
3hould cont.3ct the Studlmt Aid

Office in 310 James Blair Hall.
The National Direct Student
Loan Program (NDSL) is a
co llege-based ,
low-interest
(three percent) loan program
which requires the filing of a
financial statement. Quarterly
repayments of $90 begin
approximately nine m.onths
following
the
student ' s
departure from school. The
annual loan at William and Mary
ranges from $500-$1000.
The Guaranteed Student Loan
Program (GSL ) is available
through local lenders (banks,
credit unions, savings and loan
associations l. The annual
interest rate of seven percent is
paid by the Federal Government
for families or individuals who
qualify for federal interest
benefits.
Repayments under GSL may
differ slightly among states but
is generally the same as the
NDSL described above. Loan
size will differ slightly among
states but generally provides a
maximum of $2500 annually.
United Student Aid Funds
(USA ) loans are available
through the Student Aid Office
as a result of an investment by
the Law School. The interest
rate of eight percent may vary
with the cost of money and will
include an endorsement fee of
one-half of one percent to USA
Funds.
The maximum loan available
under this program for any .
academic year is $3500. Upon
graduation or termination of
studies , the student may repay
the total amount or convert the
loans into a monthly installment
repayment note . Repayment
begins approximately four to
five
months
following
graduation or termination of
studies.

A fourth possible source of
loan funds is the ABA, which last
yea r
made
. available
approximately
$15,000
to
Marshall-Wythe students. The
Law School has not yet recei ved
notification as to availability of
ABA funds for 1975-76. Interest
on ABA funds is assessed at a
rate of seven percent , with
repayment being deferred for
nine
months
following
graduation or termination of

studies. The Law School Office
will promptly post details of this
program should the ABA make
the funds available.

Students seeking short-term
loans can benefit from the
Woodbridge Memorial Loan
Fund , which is administered by
the Dean . This fund provides
short-term (30-60 days ) interestfree loans in small amounts .

Preparations are in tbe final stages for Thursday night's annual Ubel
Night presentation_ Tickets are now on sale for the nominal fee of 50
cents_

Colon SysteDl Ended;
Meeting Is Planned
Dean James P . Whyte, Jr.
abolished the long-eontroversial
colon classification system last
Monday, following an extended
meeting with law librarian J .
Madison Whitehead .
The Dean directed Whitehead
to end the colon system because
of " 100 percent dissatisfaction
with it, students and faculty
alike." Dean Whyte noted that
the colon system had endured as
long as it did (three years)
because the faCulty haQ hOpea
that the problems would be
solved.
At their meeting, the Dean and
Whitehead also discussed the
misuse of
the
auditron

Maryland TeaTn Nips M-W
To Win Moot Court Tourney
By Richard Foster
Ellen Pirog , Steve Kalista
and Ed Passarelli represented
the Law School in the fourth
annual Marshall-Wythe Moot
Court Tournament, which was
held Saturday.
The tournament, sponsored by
the Marshall-Wythe Moot Court
Board ,
featured
teams
representing Wake Forrest,
University of Maryland , U.Va .,
Richmond , Duke, and MarshallWythe . Arguments , which were
held in the Moot Court Room and
the Grea t Hall of the Wren
Building, centered on a case
invol vi ng
reverse
discrimination .
An all woman team from the

University of Maryland took
first place in the competition.
Jane Rittenhouse of Maryland
and Frederick Gray of the
University of Virginia tied for
best oratist.
Marshall-Wyth'e team garnered second place in the
competition overall, and also
won the award for best team
brief. The awards were announced at a banquet following
the competition.
The format of the competition
entailed
presentation
of

arguments of law to a panel of
three judges sitting as the U.S .
Supreme Court. Each team
argued twice, Marshall-Wythe
going against Maryland in the
second round and U.Va. in the
third round. Judging was based
on the written briefs, which
counted one-third, and oral
argument, which accounted for
the remainder of the score.
An actual Florida case was
used as the basis for this year's ease. In the problem , a group of
white students in northern city
had been bussed, under court
order , to a previously all-black
high school.
The black high school
continued to use as its school
song a composition, written by a
black student, which the whites
considered racist. The white
students, as petitioners, argued
that the continued use of the
song was an impediment to the
process of integration and a
denial of their 14th Amendment
right to equal protection of the
laws .
The respondent was the
chairman of the school board. In
the actual case, a U.S. District
Judge in Florida ordered a
formerly all-white high school to

stop using "Dixie" as its school
song because of its racist
overtones which, the judge said,
were in contravention of the
holding and sPirit of Brown v.
Topeka Board of Education.
In its written brief, the
Marshall-Wythe team argued in
favor of the respondent, but had
to be prepared to argue either
side orally , since it was not
determined until 15 minutes
before each round which school
would argue which side. This
determination was made by a
coin flip .
The tournament sponsors
were able to secure the services
of six distinguished jurists to
serve as judges. Among the
judges were former Supreme
Court Justice Tom Clark and
Judge John Butzner from the
Fourth Circuit Court of ApperaJ.
Other jurists participating
included three judges from the
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia, the
Hons. Richard Kellam and John
McKenzie (Norfolk), and J.
Dortch Warring (EmporiaLThe
sixth judge was former U.S. Sen.
William Spong, Jr., presently a
member of t.he Marshall-Wythe
faculty .

procedure, whereby students
were obtaining copies without
having to pay for them .
Following his decision to end
the colon system , Dean Whyte
met with the Faculty Library
Committee. The purpose of this
meeting was to determine "what
is needed."
Dean Whyte
expressed the view that the
committee, in the past , could
have kept closer tabs on library
operallons, and thi:1t the
committee should be better
informed by the librarian of
conditions in the library.
The Library Committee met
last Thursday morning, and
decided to conduct an open
meeting
with
interested
students.
This
meeting ,
according
to
student
representative
Norman
Marshall,
will
be
held
Wednesday , March 12, at 3:15
p.m. in room 216.
Marshall emphasized that the
Library Committee wishes to
receive student input regarding
two issues prior to undertaking
any study of its own. The two
issues, according to Marshall,
are (ll alternatives to the
present classification system,
and
(2)
acquisitions,
deficiencies in core material
(loose-leafs, law reviews ,
hornbooks, etc.) and staffing,
security of books, check-{)ut and
fine policies, etc .
All members of the Library
Committee will be present at
this open meeting tomorrow,
emphasizing the committee's
interest in receiving student
input. Marshall noted, however,
that the committee hopes to
restrict discussion at the
meeting to areas within its
jurisdiction.
A
similar
meeting,
"essentially run by the SBA"
with Marshall also being
present, will be held Wednesday,
Marc.h 19, at 3:15 p.m . in room
216, to consider matters of
concern
not within
the
jurisdiction of the Library
Committee, such as noise. These
issues, said Marshall, are best _
handled through the SBA.
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Editorials

'Letters to the Editor

Whitehead's "Give-Away"

Pub .Council Rep Seeks
Input On Colonial Lawyer

When the editorial board learned that students were able to
operate the Xerox machine in the library basement without having to
pay for the copies made, and that Mr. Whitehead's response, upon
being apprised of this, was inaction, we wrote the editorial which
follows . The editorial is obviously a bit sarcastic, but its purpose was
to end the photocopy ripoff, whiCh it has since done, In a law school
having recognized (at least in Williamsburg) financial difficulties,
such practices are inexcusable. For your enjoyment, however, we
have decided to print what was to be an editorial:
"Wonders never cease. All year we have been thinking that
Marshall-Wythe was suffering under an inadequate operating
budget· now we find out that Mr. Whitehead is running a give-away in
the libr~ry. It seems that the Xerox copying machine in the basement
of the library, when it runs, can be utilized so as to produce copies
without demanding money.
"We haven't been aware of this fact until just recently. This
ignorance can probably be attributed to one of two factors: (1) we
don't spend that much time in the library; (2) we never stopped to
think about the operation of the auditron. Since we now have been
apprised of the technique for obtaining perfect copies for an unbelievably low price, it seems only fair to pass the trick along to
everyone, so that all students and faculty can take advantage ?f Mr.
Whitehead's largess. Normally, we would not do such a thrng especially since we are aware of the fact th'a t the rest of the Law
School is hardly rolling in money. Mr. Whitehead, however, has been
informed of this unexpected technique; his response was inaction, so
we can only surmise that he doesn't care, and if he doesn't care, why
should we?
"Okay. The first step in the procedure is to .ask for the auditron
from whichever staff member has it at the moment. Then, go down to
the basement. Find the room with the photocopying machine. Take
the key which is attached to the auditron by a string, and insert key in
the keyhole on the top left part of the machine. Turn key. Do not ,
repeat - do not take the cash thingamajig out. Do not do anything
with the auditron borrowed from the staff memher other than use the
key. Then print as many copies as you damned well please. If you
want to make everything look a little less suspicious, you can replace
the cash thingamajig with the auditron for a few copies, so that the
staff personnel can charge something. But why overdo it?
"Let it never he said that the Amicus Curiae fails to inform its
readers of what's going on around the Law School. With this
technique, hundreds of copies can be made for whatever pittance the
user. cares to be charged for. The possibilities are mind-boggling. And
we owe it all to the boundless generosity of Mr. Whitehead, who,
despite the financial straits of the Law School, keeps students first
among his many priorities. Thank you so much, Mr. Whitehead. "
Unfortunately, the Amicus has learned that the give-away has
been suspended, and that the aforementioned system is no longer
operative. It was fun while it lasted, though.

Procedure Needs Structure
Should a student, after working for a semester toward a grade
based upon a single examination or paper consider himself aggrieved
by the grade awarded, what can the student do? Few, if any students
are aware that Marshall-Wythe does have a grade appeal procedure.
Any grade appeal procedure must be judged in light of several
considerations. First, faculty do have a justifiable interest in
maintaining a certain amount of sovereignty over the classroom. As
an instructor will resent excessive meddling in what are essentially
his or her affairs, so will he hesitate to interfere in the affairs of
another instruct.or. Grade review is not the most pleasant task one
can envision.
Second, students put forth a considerable amount of time and effort
in a course, and are generally graded on the basis of one examination
or paper. Arbitrariness in awarding grades is not only unfair in light
of the work performed, but can injure the student in the longer run,
i.e., a lousy grade on the transcript which might impair success in the
job market.
The possibility of arbitrariness in grading is increased where, as is
the case here, the faculty has neglected to reach any sort of general
agreement regarding grading . Lacking an effective appeal
procedure, an instructor possesses almost unbounded discretion in
awarding grades.
, As explained by Dean Whyte, the appeal procedure at MarshallWythe emphasizes the settlement of any dispute by discussions
between the student and instructor. If the student is dissatisfied after
consultations with the professor, the next step is the Academic Status
Committee which seeks to mediate between the student and instructor. Ii no settlement is reached at this level, the final step is
taking the matter to the Dean, who may seek to mediate hetween the
parties and has the ~mthority to m~e a final decision.
- This procedure is properly aimed at settling disputes at the studentprofessor level. The parties are accorded the opportunity to present
their views at two additional levels. Frivolous complaints are
seemingly discouraged.
The procedure, however, could use a bit of publicity. No procedure
is effective unless students are made aware of it. Further, the
procedure could be more fully structured. At present, one could
assume that the Academic Status Committee and the Dean lack any
concrete guides to follow in administering the process. We are,
however, pleased to learn that the Law School does have an appeal
procedure; the undergraduate College has no comparable system.
This procedure might be improved by more effective pUblicity ?f its
existence and some streamlining to assure that the procedure will be
adminis~red fairly, effectively, and consistently.
The Amicus welcomes reader response to its editorial comment.

Last November the Amicus
joined the Colonial Lawyer as
the second Law
School
publication to come under the
jurisdiction of the College-wide
Publications Counci l. The
financial position of both
publications, in my opinion , will
be insured under the Council.
Any protections for editorial
freedom are provided through a
Law School representative to the '
Council and, of course , the
participation and indep,endence
of the editors themselves .
As with any funding , however ,
there comes a certain amount of
accountability . The Publications
Council, itself accountable to the '
College and the BSA, must
exercise its supervisory function
over the publications to insure
justification for the funds and
their proper use .
What I have tried to do is
outline the basic framework
under which the Amicus and
Colonial Lawyer are now
operating, because a situation
involving the Colonial Lawyer is
developing which will require an
active student response in the
near future,
Simply stated , the Colonial
Lawyer has not publisJhed this
year. This, along with the fact
that there has been doubt raised
that it will publish at all , has led
the Council to seriously question
the funding of the Lawyer for
next year.
Let me mterject here that the
Council is by no means looking
for an excuse to stop funding the
Lawyer. Instead, the Council,
faced with the possibility of an
issue-less Colonial Lawyer this
year, is looking for justification
for continuing the publication
next year.
This
justification
must
ultimately come from our
student body. The two major

Commentary:

Entrance Criteria
Need Evalwltion
Continued from p. 3
would establish a minimum
acceptable qualification level of,
for example, a LSAT score of 500
and grades of B or some other
appropriate combination of
criteria.
These modest proposals are
not intended to be concrete, but.
merely to engender discussion
and perhaps cause the Law
School to reexamine the validity
of present admission criteria,
and, if they are found inadequate
fo fulfill our perceived mission ,
then to develop policies which
will act to affirmatively reverse
discrimination in admission
policies - so that we may better
serve the purpose of the Law
School in providing excellent
legal
education
for
all
Americans .
Professor Brown teaches
Modern Social Legislation and
Contracts during the spring
semester. He is active in the
William and Mary AAUP
chapter and in assigning
papers for students to write.

questions which need answering
This is to give the students
are : (1) What is the role or
time to examine the situation
function of the Colonial
and decide whether or not the
Lawyer? ; (2) Is the Lawyer
Colonial , Law yer should be
needed , given the existence of
published next year. Anyone
the Amicus and Law Review as
interested in expressing a view
adequate vehicles for student
concerning the Lawyer should
appear at the March 11 meeting
expression?
or contact me in the near future,
The Publications Council will
meet in an open meeting to
Bill Casterline
discuss this issue on Tuesday,
Law School Representative ,
March 11 , at 6 :30 p.m, in Room
Publications Council
D of the Campus Center . Anyone
interested in expressing a view ,
or applying for editorships
Editor's Note. While students
should appear at that time.
should take note that the doubt
I realize this letter will afford
being
expressed
about
little time for much of a response
justification for continuation of
at tonight's meeting , so I have
the Colonial Lawyer is quite
contacted
Wilford
Kale ,
chairman of the Council, and be , real. it must be added that this
doubt is not based on any desire
has agreed to approve the
to deprive law students of their
budget for the Lawyer for next
funds. The issue at present is the
year, on the condition that
viability of the Colonial Lawyer ;
adequate
justification
is
we hope students will actively
presented for it at some time in
provide input on the issue.
the near future .

'G raduate Student Center
Opening ,Scheduled Soon
The Graduate Student Center
is ready for operation and will

open as soon as policy decisions
are made by the Board of
Directors .
Painting
and
renovation have been completed
and new furniture purchased.
The Graduate Center will be
run by a Board of Directors,
presently consisting of Nora
Bailes, president , Student Bar
association ; Barry Carson ,
president, School of Education
Graduate Student Association ;
and Robert T. Doyle , president,
Graduate Student Association .
Policy decisions to be made
before the Center can open
include determination of hours
during which the building will be
open, procedures for scheduling
use of the building , and
regulations for the use of the
parking lot.
John E . Selby, Graduate Dean

of Arts and Sciences has been in
charge of formulating plans for
the Center and has taken an
active role in its development,
including personally painting
the building. According to Nettie
Bailes, Dean Selby has devoted a
great deal of time to the Center
and should be commended for
the work he has done .
The
Graduate
Center ,
formerly the Williamsburg Ice
Cream Parlor , is located on
Richmond Road , next to
Thiemes and directly across
from Blow Gymnasium . Dean
Selby anticipates that the lot
behind the Center will be paved
and made available for parking
to students using the center .
The Graduate Center will be
open to all graduate and law
students at the college and will
be available for recreational,
social and special activities.
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Commentary

M-W Admissions .Criteria
Should Be Re-evaluated
By Ronald C. Brown
The Law School at the College
of William and Mary faces· the
challenge presented to all law
schools across the country whether or not to respond to the
present underrepresentation of
minority lawyers in society and
more part icularl y t o the
underenrollment of minori ty
students in law schools.
Problems of admission to law
schools and ul timately to the bar
is similar in kind and contex t to
the greater societal problem of
minority admission to better
opportuni ties in education ,
employment, and housing .
The important difference is ,
however, that a unit as small as
an individual law school has
within its power the ability to
bring about desired changes,
which is much easier than
changing society as a whole.
Presently, about two percent
of the bar is black (or , more
graphically , there is one white
attorney for every 625 persons ,
but only one black attorney for
every 7100 black persons ) .
Likewise , underrepresentation
of blacks in law schools is
illustrated by noting that in 197374 , 55 of the 1399 students in
Virginia public law schools were
black , and that William and
Mary netted 15 to bring its
percentage to just over three
percent of its enrollment.
Issue Is Joined
AlthOugh the causes of these
statistics are debatable, their
existence is not. Therefore, the
issue is joined : whether or not to
passively continue present nondiscriminatory , ' open door "
admissions
policies
or ,
alternatively
to
initiate
programs of action designed to
effectively
accom plish
a
particular result .
The issue in seeking to achieve
equal educational 'opportunity is
not simply one of affirmative
action
versus
reverse
discrimination ; instead , I
submit, a more apt use of those
terms in describing the issue is
that we seek equality of
educational opportunity through
action to affirmatively reverse
discrimination .
And thus emerges the initial
obstacle to most controversial
issues , that of semantics . The
threshold inquiry , then , is to look
beyond the semantics and
identify the essence of the
problem.
Toward that end , we may
disregard "loaded " terms such
as " goals versus quotas ,"
" remedial versus preferential,"
" benign versus invidious ," and
" d e segregation
versus
integration." With such veneers
peeled back , one is left with a
proposition to which most will
subscribe : each individual
should be fairly judged on his
own merit . and that notions of
fairness and equality of
opportunity demand a system
which protects these values .
In point of fact , the underlying
social contract which continues
to give vitality to our American
system of governmen t is the
promise of fulfillment of these
ideals . Therefore, it is anathema
to the basic beliefs of most for
the government, including a

public
law
school ,
to
discriminate solely on the basis
of race for any purpose including law school admissions.
Implementation Difficult
However , as successful as our
society has been in striving to
reach these ideals , our progress
in removing artificial racial
ba rriers in the a reas of
educati on ,
housing ,
and
employment is demonstrative of
how the implementation of these
concepts is often easier in theory
than in practice .
Decades of " equal treatment"
in these a reas have consistently
caused unequal results to a
majority of minority Americans.
For example , the 1970 census
reports that 17 percent of whites
in the 25 to 34 age range had
graduated from college, while
only six percent of blacks , and
percent of American Indians
held degrees .
Additionally, between the fall
of 1972 and 1973, the percentage
of entering college freshmen
who were black declined from
nine to eight percent. This
should at least raise a suspicion
that the validity of the screening
devices used to provide access to
these opportunities , based on
ability may be in need of reexamination .
Justice Burger in Griggs ·v.
Duke Power Co. (401 U.S. 424,
1971) proclaimed that artificial ,
arbitrary , and unnecessary
barriers to opportunities in
employment are impermissible
and that " neutral " barriers
cannot usually be maintained if
they impact adversely on
minority groups . He added that
procedures and or testing
mechanisms that operate as
" built-in headwinds"
for
minority groups must be related
to measuring the abilities
necessary to perform the work
at hand .
Additionally , the courts have
held that statistical imbalance in
racial makeup of a work force , a
student population , voting
registration , and jury panels
may create a prima facie case of
discrimination and shift the
burden of
proving nondiscrimination to the defending
party .
These admonitions , though
applied in a different context of
equal
opportunity ,
are
instructive as to the proper
methods of providing access to
opportunities in law school
education .
Ascertain Purposes First
There fo re ,
to
properly
examine whether admission
policies are arbitrary , artificial ,
or neutral but having an adverse
impact on minority students, one
must first ascertain the
purposes of the law school and
then measure the admissions
standards
against
th ose
purposes.
Simply stated , the purpose of
most public law schools is to
prov ide good legal education for
qualified students , so as to
produce good lawyers. Schools
should admit students meeting
criteria which are related to that
purpose and possessing evidence
of their ability to meet the rigors
of law study and of law practice.
Yet how much evidence is

there that the LSAT and grade
average are valid predictors of
individual success?
Stereotyped results which
predict that sutdents with a
LSAT score of 650 will do well
and 550 will do relatively less
well , although administratively
more efficient, would meet stiff
challenge and close judicial
scrutiny in employment testing
cases where individual merit is
the keystone , a nd a uthenticity
and proven validity of testing
procedures are required.
Additionally, are the scores
culturally biased as some
claim ?
Justice
Douglas ,
dissenting in Defunis (94 S. Ct.
1704, at 1714-15 ), stated he felt
the LSAT's probable cultural
bias justified the admission
co mmittee 's setting minority
applications apart for separate
processing.
Criteria Questioned
At any rate are they even
predictive of a good law student
or of a good lawyer ? Most
lawyers could not agree on how a
good lawyer is to be defined in
the first place. Are our
admissions cutoff procedures ,
based primarily on the LSAT
and grade average, neutral but
having an adverse effect on
minority applicants?
Does our statistical imbalance
of minority students create a
prima facie case that we are
doing something wrong in our
recruitment and admissions
poliCies ?
Of course we must proceed
with admissions the best we can
with the best available criteria.
However , I would suggest that
we not close our eyes to the
possibility
that
present
admissions procedures are
fallible or are capable of
improvement to eliminate
artificial barriers which weaken
equal access to educational
opportunities by those who are
capable but have never had the
chance of demonstrating it in
law school.
For example , a recent law
school survey estimated that 40
percent of minority students
enrolled in 1968 would not have
been accepted under the regular
entrance criteria and without
the aid of special minority
admissions programs.
Studies further show that
many of the minority applicants
who would have been excluded
by strict adherence to numerical ·
ranking are , in fact , qualified
and will succeed if given the
chance.
Further Exceptions Posed
Furthermore, in the quest for
equality of access to educational
opportunity one would be naive
not to think that some law
schools (though not necessarily
William and Mary ) view
favorably certain applicants
having the right connections
with alumni , political , or
financial sponsors.
If exceptions are occasionally
made in these cases , is it any
less fair or unequal to permit
occasional access to a Similarly
ranking minority applicant?
Additionally , in a pluralistic
society such as ours , a laudable
purpose
in
law
school
admissions is that of achieving

Prof. Ron Brown speaks out on Affirmative Action, not Australian
Ducks, in this week's faculty commentary.
diverSity in the student body .
I would hope that serious
Undergraduate schools have
discussion could begin on
long tendered preferential
whether to establish a minority
admissions based on special
admissions program and, that,
factors such as students having
in reaching a determination ,
musical or athletic skills. being
rhetoric
about
reverse
children or friends of alumni,
discrimination versus
affirmative action could be
etc .
Though one need not stipulate
replaced by hard data on the
goals to be met , it would be
effectiveness of our present
educationally desirable to have
admissions tools .
students
of
different
Let us not be afraid to
educational ,
geographical , accomplish results which we
ethnic ,
and
financial
know are needed to aid the
backgrounds in law school in
disadvantaged.
order to bring their perspectives
Formulate Purposes
first into academia and then into
Toward that end , I would
their
respective
bar
suggest
several
general
associations.

thoughts

Don't Ignore History
AlthQUl!h

every

attempt

should be made by the guiltless
to avoid self-flagellation for the
years of discrimination against
blacks in American society, one
should not ignore that it is a
historical fact which is partially
to blame for
a _ black
unemployment rate twice as
large as that for whites , for a
statistically greater undereducated class of blacks, and a
class of people which had visited
upon them generations of
psychological blows to their selfesteem .
Court decisions, though not
overly
impressed
with
generations of discrimination,
have found present acts of
discrimination sufficient to
justify court ordered affirmative
action . such
as
school
integration, school busing,
forced bumping into jobs that
minority employees would have
had but for the discrimination ,
and forced hiring quotas.
Additionally , a plethora of
civil rights statutes have been
placed on the books, as have
federal and state executive
orders , all seeking results that
will reverse discriminatory
practices and effects , and
provide equal access to the
opportunities promised by our
American ideals.
Recognize Under-representation
In conclusion , I would suggest
that policies affecting access to
equal educational opportunity in
law
schools
must
take
congizance of the present underrepresentation of minority law
students and lawyers, the lack of
consistency and validity of
present admissions screening
devices, the history of past
discrimination and its lingering
effects , and the desireability of
encouraging a diversity in the
student body in law school.

for

future

consideration . The Law School
.mould {ot'tnulale its put'PO&GS

and attempt to relate its
admission criteria to those . This
should then be validated by
studies comparing the law
school success of the various
applicants .
A program of special
admissions for applicatns
meeting agreed upon minimum
criteria could be instituted to
ensure diversi ty of the student
body. This could be followed by a
subsequent validation study
which could be compared with
other groups so as to ensure
maintenance of desired quality.
Part of this program could
utilize test scores different from
the typical numerical ranking
system. Such an approach where
applicants with lower test scores
are admitted is expressly
permitted under civil rights
statutes affecting employment,
and is called differential
validity. That is , an applicant
with a score which would
normally rank him below the
competitive cutoff criteria is
admitted and given a chance to
prove he can perform.
Special Programs Suggested
Additionally, special
programs could be established,
such as an aggressive recruiting
program designed to attract
special students so as to enlarge
the available pool of qualified
applicants , and programs
providing for pre-law school
preparation courses similar to
CLEO , and-or a program of
during-school tutoring could be
utilized .
Lastly , special financial
scholarships could be created. I
would limit access to these
special programs to people with
proven disabilities, or special
abilities , be it cultural ,
educational financial, etc., and I
See Commentary, p. 2
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SBA. Sees SoDle Progress;
Feels Other Efforts StYlllied
By Sandy Spooner
organization in the hope of
Student Bar Association
fostering better relationships
membership is mandatory for
between the law school and the
all Marshall-Wythe students this
rest of the College. He has
year for the first- time. There
engaged in talks with the
have been some rumblings of
William and Mary Student
discontent among the- residents
Association and is working
here at the law school to the
toward inter-organiza tional
effect that the SBA has been
social events and possibly joint
sitting on its hands, or at the
classes. Gonella has also
very least, that it is concerning
assured the SBA Board that the
itself with trivial details while
law school will get better
the aspects of student life that
coverage in the College .
really concern students are
yearbook this year.
ignored.
-The SBA will publish a book
Most SBA Board members . designed to translate the basics
insist that the opposite is true.
of Virginia law into layman 's
Nettie Bailes , Student Bar
language which has tentatively
AssOCiation President, believes
been titled "A Guide to Virginia
that the SBA has made
Law." The book will explain
important advances for the
some of the mysteries of the law
students here - especially in the
in Virginia and stress the
face of what she sees as an
importance of professional legal
administra tion that is often
advice in certain areas.
hostile to student opinion and
-Ellen Pirog chairs a
mounds of administrative redcommittee which is advocating
tape. Every Board member
an open exam schedule - a
interviewed emphasized that
system whereby students will be
everyone in the organization is
able, within certain parameters,
working very hard - Ellen
to design their own exam
Pirog and Ken Leonard were
schedule.
singled out by several board
The
most
consistent
members
as
the
most
impression
presented
by SBA
industrious
and
capable
Board members working on the
members of the Board. Beyond
above projects is one of
hard work, however, actual
frustration. The projects are "in
accomplishments are more
progress" and few are willing to
difficultto point to .
predict a favorable outcome
Social events are high on the
within the near future.
lists of accomplishments recited
by various Board members:
When it comes to actual
-The annual Christmas Party accomplishments other than
was a great success, according
social events , the list boils down
to Board members - the best
to publication of the law school
yet.
telephone
book and the
-The SBA has been urging
aCQuisition of two bulletin
law students to aSSist 10
boards. SBA President Bailes
renovation of the Graduate
recognizes
the
lack
of
Student Center. According to
accomplishment in many areas.
Bailes, Marshall-Wythe students
" Compared to other years,
have been holding up their end of
though, " according to Bailes,
this project.
"we have made some significant
-Great hopes are held for this
advances."
year's Barrister's Ball. Bailes is
Bailes indicated that time is a
enthusiastic
about
the
big limiting factor as far as the
assistance she has received effectiveness of the SBA is
from the Alumni Association and concerned. By the time the new
the Development Office and
board gets organized and
hopes for a big turnout.
establishes
working
Turning to activities of a nonsocial nature, one is impressed
with the fact that almost
everything being done is in the
"planning stages" or is "being
worked-on ." For example:
-The SBA is working on
getting a separate graduation
ceremony for the law school.
May the First - Law ' Day
According to Nettie Bailes,
USA, draweth nigh , and will it be
President Graves has given
honored more in the breach than
permission to have a separate in the observance?
ceremony as long as it is
Not if the small group of
understood that the degrees
Marshall-Wythe legal neophytes
must be conferred at the general now hard at work in preparation
graduation proceedings because can help it. The Law Day
Graves must , by law, confer the message, "America 's Goal degrees. Bailes indicated that all Justice Through Law," will be
that remains in this area is for spread throughout the land, and
Dean Whyte to consent.
though the fields are ripe ,
-Terry Grinnalds has been
laborers for the harvest are
charged with the duty to look sorely needed.
into
the
possibility
of
Law Day is a national event
lengthening the time limits for
but its success depends entirely
parking along Richmond Road
upon effort at the local level.
so that they can be more easily First-year
representatives
used by law students.
Glenn Berger, Pete Stith, and
-A committee has been
Steve Conte have sent out a
named, headed by George
general plea for volunteers to
Mercer, which will look into the
help organize the three events
feasibility of acting as a student
now being planned.
lobby in the Virginia General
There will be a local high
Assembly in the hope of
school visitation program , the
asserting student views in that
traditional naturalization
body.
ceremony , and an evening
-Lou Gonella heads a Student
banquet at which Dean Whyte
Bar Association committee
will
make
the
annual
which aims to develop contacts
presentation of the Marshallwith the undergraduate student Wythe Medallion.

relationships in the fall, exam
pressures begin. Then spring
brings a flurry of other activities
and a new board is electE..'<i to
begin the process all over again.
Bailes hopes to ease some of the
transition pains this year by
working more closely with ttl.!!
new president. "Last year the
presidency was literally dropped
into my lap," said Bailes. " The
former president spent no more
than an hour with me and r was
on my own. "
In the meantime the other
Board members stress the
importance
of
the
"groundwork" that is being laid
this year and the fact that
progress is being made "little by
little." Whether these payoff
next year in ~erms of increased
effectiveness on the part of the
Student
Bar
Association
remains to be seen.

SBA VP Bob Goldman sought to take action against two Judicial
Council members at last Friday's Board meeting. Goldman was
irritated when·Ann Palamar and Marc Kane refused to count ballots
for a recent first-year election on grounds of inadequate notice. The
Board took no action.

Information Now Available
Summer Program In Exeter
Marshall-Wythe will conduct
its ninth annual Summer School
of Law in England on the
campus of the University of
Exeter from June 30 through
August 1, 1975".
The summer prograI:n, as an
extension of the Williamsburg
campus, is fully accredited. The
1975 session will consist of one
five-week term with ten courses .
Class meetings and duration of
da!<."".... win h" in a""oTrlan""

with the requirements of the
ABA and the American
Association of Law Schools.
Regular class attendance is
expected.
A course load not in excess of
semester
hours
is
six
recommended for students
participating in the summer
program. Residence credit will
be given commensurate with the
number of semester hours credit
carried. Credits will be awarded

as if the courses were being
offered on the Williamsburg
campus . All other law schools
having students at previous
sessions have appro ved the
transfer of credits for the course
taken by their students .
Courses included in the
summer program are Legal and
Equitable Remedies , European
Community
Law ,
Legal
Regulation of International
Coercion. Civil and Politi<'.al
Rights , and International Law.
Other courses include English
Legal Systems and Legal
History, Criminal Procedure,
International
Business
Transactions, Introduction to
Civil Law, and Law of American
Foreign Relations .
Separate residence facilities
for men , women, and married
students in the dormitories on
the Exeter campus will be
available. Faculty and students

Law Day Plans Finalized;
Volunteers Still Needed
At a recent meeting of the
visitation program committee,
Berger emphasized the need for
volunteers
to
represent
Marshall-Wythe at Peninsulaarea
high
schools .
Representatives will work with
students , administrators, and
members of the local bar.
Together they will introduce
students to the legal profession
and hopefully foster an
awareness of the role law plays
in American society.
The flexibility of the visitation
program is an advantage ,
providing
student
representatives with a relatively
free rein in their presentations.
by way of suggestion , the
national Law Day organization
provides a booklet , " Case
Studies of Vital Legal Issues ."
Students are also invited and
urged to submit topics of interest
for discussion , and to write short
summaries to be used by the
visiting representatives. A list
for such suggestions may be
found on the bulletin board in the
library.

Class representative Steve
Conte, who is pressing ahead
wi th pre para tions for the
naturalization ceremony ,
stresses the need for assistance .
He is particularly enthusiastic
about the opportunity this event
provides , for those of us who at
times take our citizenship " for
granted ," to see the significance
it holds for new citizens.
Conte is obtaining the
cooperation of the NorfolkPortsmouth Bar Association , the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, and the SBA. As
Law Day approaches , he
observes there is a definite need
for a few more telephone-dialing
fingers.
Information concerning Law
Day is available for inspection in
the SBA office on the third floor .
and interested students are
urged to contact Messrs . Stith,
Conte , or Berger if willing to
render service of any kind . What
bett~r opportunity to promote
some healthy ideas about the
law in America ]

take their meals at a cafeteria
near the dormitories .
Three Marshall-Wythe faculty
members , Professors Sullivan,
Williams , and Williamson. will
join four Exeter professors for
the program .
The summer program is open
to any American law' student in
good standing at a law school
approved by the ABA and to
graduates of approved law
5choo15 . Applicants must hayc

completed or be in the process of
completing at least one year of
law study.
In applying for the 1975
' program , an applicant must
submit with the application , a
transcript of statement of good
standing from his law school or
evidence of graduation from an
ABA-approved institution .
Base cost for the Exeter
program is $700. This fee
includes a non-refundable
registration fee of $25, $350
tui tion, and $325 for room and
board.
Applications
must
be
submitted by April 1, and the
Law School recommends that
applications be filed well in
advance , due to the limited
enrollment. Applications may be
found in the summer program
bulletin , available in the General
Office .
Full payment of tuition is due
April 15. with payment of room
and board due May 15 .
Participants in the program
must furnish
their
own
transportation.

Student Appeal
Procedures Exist
Continued from p. 5
Students. then . do have
recourse regarding grades
awarded and the effectiveness
and performance of a professor .
What is lacking at present,
however , is a procedure
whereby a student can obtain
redress when he feels personally
aggrieved by the actions of a
professor. A more structured
procedure in the area of student
appeals might make life easier
for the student the professor ,
the committees , and the Dean.
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Student Appeal Procedures
Exist In Some Instances
By Joanne Hickcox
What can a student do when he
receives a grade which he
believes to be arbitrary and
unjust? Or if he wishes to voice
some other complaint about a
particular professor?
Dean Whyte stated in an
interview last week that there is
no formal grievance procedure
in either instance. However , the
Dean said that there is a
"com mon law " procedure which
has evolved over the years with
respect to grade grievances.
Grade Grievances
When a student comes to the
Dean with a complaint about a
grade he has received , the Dean
will advise the student to first
discuss the matter with the
particular professor involved .
If this does not lead to a
satisfactory result, the student
may file a complaint with the
Academic Status Committee of
the faculty .
When questioned as to how far
this committee will go in
adjudicating a grade dispute the
Dean said , " If a student
presented a prima facie case the
committee might go so far as to
change the grade . But the
committee will insist on a Bill of
Particulars. You can be sure of
that. "
A student dissatisfied with the
action of the Academic Status
Committee can then appeal to
the Dean . The Dean, however ,
feels that grade grievances are
"not a problem in the Law
School. Very few people have
complained about the grades
they have received. "
No Formal Procedure
With respect to non-grade
grievances Dean Whyte said
that he is not so sure a complaint
procedure is necessary. The
Dean feels that "Students should
develop the lawyerlike quality of
reserving opinion. " He explained
that after he had been in
practice for a few years . he
came to realize that some
professors whom he disliked as a
student were in fact quite good.
Others whom he had liked
during ' his student days , " were
real cream puffs. "
With respect to non-grade
grievances , the Dean stated ,
"There is nothing to preclude a
student from requesting a
hearing before the Faculty
Status Committee." However ,
the committee relies mainly
upon
course
evaluations
conducted by the SBA for
student iiiput.
The request for a hearing must
be "timely made ," that is , it
should
be
made
before
December. As the committee
meets during the fall months and
makes recommendations then
for promotions , they might not
be able to consider a later
student request for a hearing.
Some
Marshall-Wythe
students have used the above
outlined informal procedures with v arying degrees of
satisfaction .
Student Impressions
In the fall of 1973 a group of
students who wished to file a
complaint against a professor
contacted Don Llewellyn , then
chairman of the Faculty Status
Committee.
The committee met and
outlined a procedure to be
followed in this case. A wr.itten

complaint was filed , and a
subsequent oral presentation
was made .
One student involved in this
incident stated that the
committee required
"documentary evidence" of all
allegations .
The students involved were
never officially notified by the
committee as to what action had
been taken. However , it is their
impreSSion that the professor
involved was not recommended
for promotion , partially on the
basis of their complaint.
One third year student
expresses frustration over his
attempts to obtain a hearing on
grievances stemming from a
course he took first semester
this year.
" I wasn 't contesting the grade
itself," he said. Rather , he
wished to ·learn " what inherent
defects or deficiencies there
were in my paper." According to
the student, the professor
refused to discuss the matter
with him .
He went to Dean Whyte , who
referred him to Associate Dean
Timothy Sullivan . He pointed out
to Sullivan that the College 's
Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities provides : " .. .
that the student shall have
means for redress against
arbitrary. unreasonable or
prejudicial
standards
or
evaluation. "
Sullivan then told him the
informal procedure to be
followed , and referred him back
to the professor. He was given
another paper , the top paper in
the class , to compare with his
own .
However , when he attempted
further discussion with the
professor , he states that he was
threatened with being brougbt
before the Judicial Council for
Honor Code offenses .
The student has requested and
received a hearing before the
Academic Status Committee . No
·date for the hearing has as yet
been set. However, according to
a letter which the student
received from Sullivan , the
hearing will be limited to the
issue of whether the student has
been accorded "due process. "
The student also wished to file
a complaint about the classroom
conduct and preparation of the
professor. He was advised to
contact Professor Powell ,
chairman of the faculty status
committee.
He states that he was at first
told that there was nothing the
committee could do , as
promotions had already been
considered and acted upon .
Subsequently, the student was
told that the committee had met
and considered the complaint on
the merits , but had decided that
they did not have jurisdiction .
The student states that he was
never informed that his
complaint w~s being conSidered ,
and was never given an
opportunity to appear .
Committee Member Speaks
Bolling Powell , who is
chairman of the Faculty Status
Committee, was not available

for comment. The Amicus did
talk with another committee
member who, while willing to
express his personal views ,
emphasized that his views did
not necessarily represent those
of the committee.
According to this source , the
committee's basic function is
periodic evaluation of faculty
members, and evaluation and
recommendations for promotion
and tenure. The committee is not
sitting for the purpose of hearing
and adjudicating student
.grievances .
When a student files a
grievance the committee must
look to its basic purpsose to
determine whether they have
jurisdiction over the complaint.
If the committee is in the
process of evaluating a
particular professor , it might
take jurisdiction over a student
grievance relating to the
professor 's teaching technique ,
for example.

However , this committee
member stressed that the
committee 's function is not that
of an ombudsman . He did not
feel that the committee has
jurisdiction over individual
student complaints which are
not related to its basic purpose of
evaluation of faculty members .
With respect to this type of
complaint, the student should
contact the Law School
administration , which will take
appropriate action or refer the
student to the appropriate
faculty committee .
It was emphasized that the
Faculty Status Committee does
consider student opinion - in
fact , they are required to do so
by their by-laws. The course
evaluations conducted by the
SBA are considered to be very
important , as they are given a
lot of consideration by the
committee.
This committee member
stated that he did not know of
any instance when the Faculty
Status Committee had refused to
hear students whose complaints
were related to the committee's
purpose of evaluation .

See Appeals, p. "

PDP's rush party last Friday kicked off a rather active social
weekend.

Placement Office.
Gets New Quarters
By Louise Murtagh
The Placement Office has
been moved to larger quarters in
Room 3083 in James Blair Hall.
The office will be closed from
12 :00 noon to 1:00 p.m . and
closes at 4:45 p.m . The office
urges you to take advantage of
this service .
Your attention is brought to
the fact that there are things
that you, yourselves , can be
looking into . There are job
opportunities listed in the New
York Times and the Wall Street
Journal. There are notices in the
journals of the state and local
bar associa tions
in
the
geographic area where you want
to locate.
If yo u are interested in
corporate law and would like to
join the legal department of a
corporation rather than a law
firm , be sure to register with the
Office of Corporate Relations
and Placement in Room 104,
Morton Hall .
We plan to expand our service
to the alumni. Those of you who
are January or June graduates,
if you will register in the
Placement Office, we will notify
you of openings during the

Tickets Now On Sale
For April 4 Barristers Ball
Tickets are now on sale for the
Barristers Ball to be held
Frid·a y , April 4 f~m 9:00 p.m . to
1:00a.m . in the Virginia Room of
the Williamsburg Lodge.
Barristers Ball is a semi-·
formal
dance
sponsored
annually by the S.B.A. for
students , faculty , and alumni. In
past years significant numbers
of alumni have attended the
dance. which S.B.A . social
chairman Guy Strong promises
will be one of the most enjoyable
social events of the year.
The price for the tickets is $15
per couple. Strong emphasized
that the price includes "all the
liquor you can drink " - a real
bargain for some students! If
ticket sales yield enough cash,
there will also be hors d'oeuvres.
The band will be " The
Cavaliers" , a seven piece band

which has appeared locally at
the Hilton . Kathy Duff, wife of
second year student Dave Duff,
is the lead singer. To date no
announcement has been made as
to whether the Wildroots will be
making an appearance.
Although a tuxedo is not a
necessity, the S.B.A. has made
special arrangements with Cole
& Scott for those who do wish to
rent a tux. The store will grant a
15 percent discount on tux
rentals for the ball . Students who
are interested should sign up
when they purchase their
tickets .
There will also be a breakfast
after the ball, at no additional
cost. The breakfast will be held
either in the Great Hall of the
Wren Building or at the Alumni
House .

summer and into the following
year. We will do all we can to
help you find a job, but we can do
nothing if you do not register.
Answers to our letters aI'e
beginning to come in from
Circuit Judges and lawyers.
They indicate that there is
indeed a need for lawyers and
that , at present, law practice in
rural areas is more lucrative
than in urban areas.
So far, only one definite job
has been discovered through this
survey , but most of the people
we are hearing from say that
they wiII be glad to do anything
they can to help a new lawyer
locate in their area. The one job
is at Kiser and Kiser in Wise,
Virginia.
The Fairfax Bar Association
has advised the Placement
Office that it would be happy to
place on file for reference by its
members , the names and
qualifications of graduates wh~
may be interested in practicing
in Fairfax County. This offer
was unsolicited . It might be a
worthwhile lead.
A letter from the Honorable
William G. Plummer , Judge,
19th Judicial Circuit of Virginia
in Fairfax, informed us of two
openings for clerks. A resume
with photograph was requested .
The Student Legal Services at
the University of Virginia is
seeking to employ a staff
attorney. Applications should be
forwarded to Rick Noble,
President of Madison House,
1908 A Lewis Mountain Road,
Charlottesville, Virginia.
Sutton and Causey, West
Point, Virginia, has an opening,
and the'Marine Corps is offering
a summer Legal Clerk Program
at Quantico.
Following the sugestion of a
recent graduate practicing in
the western part of the state, the
Placement Office has made a
survey to see if lawyers are
needed in the central, western
and southwestern rural areas of
Virginia.
The Virginia Employment
Agency tells us that beginning
April 1 they will start to have
summer job notices .
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Ma.sser Describes Ra.pe As
"Vwlation Of The Person"
Carolyn Masser, Executive
Director of Contact Peninsula, in
a recent lecture - at M-W
characterized the crime of rape
as a violation of the person
giving rise to traumatic aftereffects. Speaking to the Mary
and William Society of February
'l:l , Mrs. Masser talked in depth
about the approaches that
Contact Peninsula uses in
helping the rape victim deal with
the often times long lasting
emotional consequences of this
harrowing experience.

Because the act of rape is in
. essence the total dominance of
the rapist's physical self over his
victim , Masser said that there is
a psychological need for the
victim to reassert her own selfcontrol. "The victim has the
need to remove the crime's
control over her ," said Masser.

abandonment, Masser said that
this is a critical need of the
vic,tim especially when she
decides to make a formal
complaint against her assailant.
Because of the time lag involved
in the Criminal Justice System,
the victim may feel deserted by
the police and the prosecutor.

Thus, Masser said that any
forceful help that a sympathetic
person manifests towards the
victim may lead her to
psychologically interpret it as
symbolic of the rape.

This organization , located in
Newport News , provides a
crisis-hot-line service to the
peninsula area. According to
Mrs. Masser , Contact, which is
also involved in counseling
people with drug problems,
suicidal tendencies and other
emotional problems, has only
recently gotten involved in rape
counseling.

Contact 's premise of nonforceful help or advice is an
attempt to circumvent this
potential problem .

Contact, according to Masser ,
assigns its members to the
individual to accompany her
throughout the entire legal
pr ocess. Furthermore , the
indi vidual has access to a
Co ntact member by phone
twenty-four hours a da y .
Likewise, Masser said that the
individual 's lawyer should try to
avoid giving her the impression
that he too , is abandoning her .

Masser said that it is
particularly important for the
lawyer to be sensitive to this
problem since he is an
authoritative figure. The lawyer
who is sought by the victim for
legal guidance should attempt to
help her determine what she
wants to do and advise her as to
her legal options.

Contact's main purpose is to
provide constructive
companionship and support
through telephone conversations with the individual. In dealing
Masser suggested that the
with rape victims , Contact's lawyer have the individual
members also accompany the communicate with a " Contactindividual through the medical
type" organization, but only if
and legal processes. According the individual wants to. "The
to Masser , these techniques are important thing is that the
predicated upon the two major
lawyer builds a relationship of
premises of Contact : serving as
trust with her," said Masser.
nonforceful listeners and
Concerning the other major
advisors ; and the nonpremise of Contact, nonaDan<lonment of the victim.

Records & Tapes

The lawyer can also help
alleviate any confusion or fear
that the individual may have
about the legal process by
explaining the procedure to her ,
and help her realize the possible
pitfalls that lay ahead .
Furthermore, Masser said that
the lawyer can be extremely
useful by acting as a laison
between the victim and the
prosecu tor.
Asked the question of what one
should do if she is being sexually
assaulted , Masser strongly
asserted that one should
struggle as much as possible
using any available weapon up
to lilt: puinL uf risking one 's life.
" However , if you are alone in a
deserted area and the assailant
has a weapon , it's not worth your
life to resist. "

T.V.'s & Stereos

LAlA

731 JAMES YORK PLAZA
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 23185

Cole & Scott

To reach Contact Peninsula
for any " crisis-type" problem
call 874-7279, toll free .

is pleased to announce a 15%

discount on formal wear rentals

Carol Masser, speaking to the Mary and William Society on rape:
"The important thing is that the lawyer builds a relationship of
trust. ... "

Lang & .White Speak
At Honor Convention
Professors Irma M. Lang and
Arthur B. White were among the
speakers at the 50th Annual
Convention of the American
Association of Honor Societies ,
which met here Feb . 8.
Williamsburg was selected as
the site of the commemorative
event because Phi Beta Kappa
was founded at the College of
William and Mary. Dr. Lang's topic was " Tort
Liabilities of Unincorporated
Associations and Corporations ."
Mr. White spoke on tax matters.
Dr. Lang said the conference
partiCipants, most of whom were
professional staff members of
honor society national offices ,
showed an animated interest in
her topic. Her 40 minute speech
was followed by almost two
hours of questions from the
audience.
Her speech focused on the
potential liability of the
association itself, to members
and third parties , and the
liability of association members .
Due to the hybrid nature of the
unicorporated association , Dr.
Lang said , an important factor

in ascertaining liability is the
growing recognition of the entity
concept.
Given the trend toward full
recognition of the unicorporated
association as a legal entity , and
the growing number of statutes
which give third parties the right
to sue the unincorporated
association , Dr. Lang said, " the
big qut::stlun right now is
whether the statutes immunize
individual members from
lia bility ."
She noted that the law in this
area is still developing ,
particularly in cases arising
from condominium associations .
Although there are no cases
involving
national
honor
societies , Dr . Lang said , the
conference participants were
interested in one decision which
held the national office of the
NAACP liable for the acts of one
of its chapters.
Dr. Lang 's speech will be
made available to individual
chapters of the American
Association of Honor Societies.
About 75 people attended the
three-day conference.

Berkeley Cleaners
to anyone attending the Barrister's Ball

It's Later Than You Think - Spring Will Soon
Be Breaking Out All Over
Don't Neglect to Rent
Your Latest Style Tuxedo

We feature After Six and Lord West's Formal Wear

1208 Jamestown Road

229·7755
J\1st Around the Corner From Conway Gardens

CoIe&Scott
Monticello Shopping Center /Williamsburg
229-7708
Open weeknights til 9:30 P.M.;
Saturday til 6 P.M.

Merchants Square

Tel . 220-0298
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By !\l.A. Funt
Ever on guard for new ways to
inform the Marshall-Wythe
community and fill up blank
space, the Amicus notes that our
esteemed brothers on the
Harvard Record offer a unique
may
column which
we
appropriate without the slightest
risk of copyright infringement.
(Never let it be said we lack
creative talent.)
"Rule 26" solicits questions of
general interest from the
student body and provides
authoritative answers. Noting
that the only source of
information here . for such
questions is Nettie Bailes and
whatever rum our she happens to
be circulating at the time, we
offer our own response to
Harvard ' s
commendable
service. (God forbid we should
copy anything from those noclass rags that come out of
California .)
Q : I have heard that Nettie
Bailes is an undercover metermaid, is this true? B.S. 3d yr .
A: No . Actually she is still in
the employ of Martin Bormann
(but only for the money ). Giving
tickets is only a hobby.
Q: Does Marshall-Wythe have
anything like Harvard's "Red
Collection" that I saw in "Paper
Chase"? M.S. 3d yr.
A: Yes . Mr . Whitehead reports
that there is a " Gray Collection "
(taken from the color of the dust
which overlays most of it) .
Among other things it includes 6
frayed vests from Tim Sullivan's
days at Harvard, Mr. Leavell 's
complete Classic Comics series
on Conflicts of Laws , and the
beginnings of 9 low-grade
pornographic novels begun by
Bolling Powell while he was
taking Evidence for the first
time. Mr . Whitehead reports
that unlike Harvard's collection ,
anyone can use these materials ,
however , he cannot recall
exactly where they are shelved .
He believes they are somewhere
between Z+6n! (m:8c and
Z7$la9-b , providing someone has
not walked off with them or
thrown them out.

YOU DESERVE

Q: Are we ever gOing to get the
money for a new school? I' m
tired of having to share the same
bathroom with students! What
am I dean here for anyway?
<Initials withheld by request.)
A: An undisclosed but
occasionally reli ab le s ource
informs us that there are certain
negotiations being conducted
with
unn amed
petroleum
interests involving the sale of
" Dogmeat " for a considerable
sum .
In response to your second
question . we don't really know .
Q: Now that the colon system
is dead . what will replace it?
J .M.W.
A: The colon system was
originally
installed
since
numbers and letters do not
ex pand
sufficiently
to
accommodate M-W 's vast store
of
legal
tomes.
The
administration now plans to
switch to the fungal system ,
which utilizes color dots of 37
different shades of blue, 19
geometric shapes , and the
pictograph characters
representing the 20 days of the
Aztec week. These will be
arranged in inverse logarithmic
progression , based on a power of
Allen Story 's age.

Q : Why does the College
refuse to provide graduate
student housing? J.M ., 2nd floor
Blair.
A: When the current thirdyear class first entered , some of
its more distinguished members
were
houses
at
JBT
(a ppropriately located near
Eastern State ). After suffering
the resignations of three
different housing directors the
College determined not to repeat
this mistake . More details are
available from intoxicated
veterans of the sojourn. These
will be released in book form
once all the participants have
received their degrees and

moved somewhere which does
not have an extradition treaty
with Virginia.
Q: What is the real reason Bob
Scott went to V.Va.? Q.B. 2d yr.
A: He was forced out. They
discovered he could teach.
Q: I have a 2.93297653 average
and a concise. lucid writing
style. Do I have any chance of
making Law Review? W.G.H.
'2d yr.
A: You do have problems , but
the Review's procedures have
relaxed in recent years .
Literacy is no longer a bar.
Anyone willing to convert to
dedicated iconoclastic work,
and reject the lesser aspects of
the law , i.e. practicality or
clients. still has a chance ,
especially if he or she can pitch.

Now that the fraternity rush parties have been held, the three groups
plan to hold post-initiation parties this Friday.

Dean Participates In Discussion
Of Recent Bar Exanrlnation
By Charlie Burr

Other than poison ' pen letters
and obscene phone calls, bar
examiners have few sources of
meaningful feedback regarding
the quality of the tests they put
together . To counter this
difficulty , the deans of the four
Virginia law schools participate
in a " post-mortem" with the
examiners on the day following
each exam .
Dean Whyte , fresh from this
invigorating
experience ,
explained that the examiners
present their answers to the
questions and invite comment
and
disagreement.
Disagreement is rare, but the
meetings have the benefit of
keeping the tenor of the exams in
line with what the law schools
are doing (or Poot doing ).
Oc.c asionally, perceptions will
vary on individual questions .

TENNIS

This year, for example, certain
difficulties were noted with
regard to a tax question . As a
consequence ,
grading
is
expected to be generous .
The Dean expressed general
satisfaction with this year's test,
although he observed that it
seemed " flat." "Since most of
the areas for interesting
questions are now covered by
multi-state, the exams have
become very dull ."
In addition to the postmortem ,
the
examiners
informally solicit suggestions
from the deans regarding
subjects they feel should be
covered in future exams. (Dean
Whyte denies any knowledge of
the identity of who suggested

that municipal corporations be
included on this year's exam,)
Addressing a matter of more
immediate concern , the Dean
stated that there is no
discretionary determination py
the examiners or anyone else as
to the ultimate pass rate on each
exam . " A score of 70 pzr cent is
passing." The pass rate is totally
a function of the number of
people making that score, or
above.
He added that there is no
correlation between the per cent
of people passing the bar and
either the anticipated difficulty
of the test or the current market
for Virginia lawyers. (Take
heart then, you have no one to
blame but yourselves.)

18th Century Law Books

Original Legal Prints

Squash, Handball, Badminton, Racquetball
Equipment & Supplies
Shoes & Apparel
U. S. & English
Squash Balls
Official &
Practice
Handballs

Racquets

~~~~Expertly

Strung

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM

member
",~H··I"'''.::>,ONAL

STRINGERS ASSN.

STORE

7heBOOKPRESS

-The Best Fountain Treats
-The Best Ice Cream
-The Best Party Desserts
Baskin-Robbins
·U6 Prince George St.
229-6385

'WillialJlsbllrg ~cqllet cJbop
605·8 Prince George St. .
Phone 220·2319

4 20 Prince George Street. Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
(804) 229- 1260
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Mter a prolonged drought of
rumors the Ombudsman has
received a few this week, and
has attempted to resolve them.
It seems highly unusual that the
Ombudsman has had such
difficulty soliciting questions in
a law school so full of gossip and
rumors, but we will seek below
to answer those questions which
have recently been asked.
Though this format may be
similar to that employed in this
week's "Up Against the Wall,"
kindly regard this column as
serious.
Burglary Charged
In response to a rumor that
Dean Whyte "burgled" the SBA
office several weeks ago to
obtain certain ~valuation forms,
the Ombudsman paid the Dean a
visit to determine ( 1) whether
the rumor was true ; (2) if so, the
date of his arraignment.
Dean Whyte responded that
the story involved more than the
rumor
might
indicate .
According to the Dean, a student
registered a complaint about the
alleged "incompetence" of a
certain
instructor.
The
complaint was noted at the next
meeting of the Faculty Status
Committee,
which
has
jurisdiction over such matters .
The committee decided in the
course of that meeting that
evaluation forms completed last
fall by students in the
instructor's courses would be a
valuable source of input in the
consideration of the complaint.
Professor Elmer Schaefer, a
member of the committee, and
Dean Whyte sought an officer of
the SBA to allow them access to
the forms . Leaving the meeting,
which continued to be in
progress , the two found Charlie
Burr, former Secretary of the
SBA. Thinking that Burr was an
officer this year, the Dean and
Schaefer explained the problem,
and Burr went into the SBA
office and got the forms.
The.Faculty Status Committee
is entitled to evaluation forms in
such instances . No present SBA
official was available when Burr
retrieved the forms . Dean Whyte
and Profesor Schaefer did not
gain entrance to the files .
Dean Whyte left a note on SBA
President Nettie Bailes' desk,
explaining what had transpired.
Professor Schaefer telephoned
Mrs. Bailes to inform her of.the
action taken, and Burr told
Bailes
of
the
incident
"immediately"
after
it
occurred.
Mter an exchange of memos
betWeen the SBA President and
the Dean , Bailes fired off a
memo to President Graves. This
memo, according to Dean
Whyte, who received a copy,
registered a protest of the
incident, but did not ask Graves
to take any action.
Dean Whyte responded to
Bailes'
memorandum
by
sending a memo to the
President. The Dean told the
Ombudsman that he normally
would not respond in such an
instance, but that he did so in
this case ~ause he felt the
"facts had not been accurately
presented" in Bailes' memo to
President Graves.
Obfuscation Alleged
A second rumor charges that
Dean Whyte has been utilizing
delay tactics and obfuscation to
thwart efforts at a separate
commencement ceremony for
the Law School.

According to this rumor,
President Graves told Greg
Welsh, the student coordinator
for the project, that the Law
School could have any sort of
separate ceremony, as long as
degrees
were
officially
conferred by him at the College
ceremonies. This rumor had
Dean Whyte telling Welsh that
Graves had said no such thing.
Dean Whyte responds that his
position is merely that he will
consent to any sort of function as long as itjs feasible and has
sufficient student support.
The Dean concedes that he
does not "have a lot of money"
to contribute to such function,
but is willing to sponsor any sort
of
practicable
ceremony
(reception , personal conferral of
degrees, etc. ) if there are
assurances that graduating
students will support the
function .
Greg Welsh and John Heard
plan to conduct a poll of thirdyear students in the near future
to ascertain support for a
separate graduation ceremony.
Welsh, who concurs with the
Dean's presentation of the facts ,
hopes to receive 50~ percent
support, a figure which the Dean
and Welsh consider sufficient to
warrant such a ceremony.
Holding Office Illegally?
A third rumor is aimed in a
different direction, and poses
unusual problems. According to
this rumor , the SBA constitution,
ratified just last spring, provides
that "No person shall be a
candidate for any office of th~
Association unless he ... shall be
a full time student for one
academic year following his
election. " Mongers of this rumor note
that Nora J . Bailes, president of
the SBA, is taking eight credit
. hours this semester. Although
eight hours is sufficient for the
College to charge tuition as a
full-time student, the Law School

must follow ABA standards,
compliance with which is
necessary for graduation.
A student must be in residence
90 weeks as a full-time student in
order to comply with ABA
standards. For purposes of
determining weeks in residence,
a student, to be considered fulltime, must take at least ten
credit hours .
It thus appears that eight
hours is not sufficient for
classification in the Law School
as a "full-time student. " As the
constitutional provision is rather
mandatory , it appears that this
rumor has substantial credence.

The Publications Council will hold an open meeting this evening
at6:30 in Room D of the Campus Center. At this meeting the Council
will interview applicants for editor-in-chief positions of the Amicus
Curiae, Colonial Lawyer, Flat Hat, Colonial Echo, and William and
Mary Review , and for the station manager position at WCWM. All
interested students, faculty and staff are invited to attend to support
or challenge applicants. If there are two or more candidates for a
position, closed interview sessions will be conducted March 18. Announcement of final selections will be made by the Council prior to
spring recess.
The second annual Animus Curiae. Jerome F. Leavell's favorite
rag, will be published very shortly after spring recess - hopefully,
early in the afternoon of Aprill. For those of our readers who don't
know or don't care about the Animus Curiae, it is the Law School's
annual effort to be as accurate in its reporting as the Flat Hat is every
week. Sorry, Dwight. Anyone having inspiration is asked to contact
Evan Adair, Joanne Hickcox, Charlie Burr, or Larry Wagner.
Writing skill is demanded. but accuracy, honesty, kindness, sympathy. and other good traits are not required for consideration.

The Ombudsman has received
word that a petition will be filed
this week with the Honor Council
to construe the pertinent
constitutional provision (Article
IX, Section 1) . It is not known
what action will be suggested in
petition ,
but
the
this
Ombudsman foresees a sticky
problem.
This problem might be one
which cannot be ignored , for we
remember
that
Norman
Marshall was ruled ineligible for
last spring 's election ~ause he
could not assure the Judicial
Council that he would be
accepted into the M.L.&T.
program upon his graduation in
January . Marshall , incidentally,
is presently a full-time student in
the program .

Students, faculty , or staff looking for something in town worth
going to for entertainment have probably noted that Williamsburg's a
pretty dead place as far as lounge entertainment is concerned. "On
the Square," the new fun spot on Market Square, is not open yet, and
most other places seem to cater to non-existent tourists rather than
locals out for a boogie. Cheer up! The Ramada Inn East, located on
York St., somehow contracted the "Leslie Jones Show" - a rather
funky and professional duo. For the next four weeks or so at least, the
Ramada on York st. might be a good place to catch sounds and get
raucous.
As was reported some time ago. Dean Whyte forwarded an SBA
resolution calling for modification of the Law School diploma to
Academic Vice President George Healy. Healy then forwarded the
question to the President's Advisory Council, which, in turn, passed
the issue to the Deans' Council. The Deans' Council recently decided
to maintain present diplomas for this year, but to study possible
means of making · all College diplomas uniform, meanwhile
upgrading the diplomas' quality.

------

Students interested in seeking scholarship assistance from the
Law School should submit an informal statement of interest to the
Law School office. There are no formal applications, and no formal
deadlines. No decisions regarding awards will be made until spring
semester grades are tabulated . The Law School does not now know

Queries Sought
Any student having a question
about some procedure or
incident in the College or Law
School is encourae:ed to submit
such
questions
to
the
Ombudsman, in care of the
Amicus. This service is not
intended to displace letters to
the editor, which are not
streaming into the office at
present, but we will attempt to
resolve
questions
while
preserving the anonymity of
those students seeking answers .

thc cxtcnt of scholarship funds available for 197:i-7().

The Law School office has not received word as to the availability
of ABA loan funds for 197~76. Last year, approximately $15,000 was
made available to Marshall-Wythe students. Upon notification by the
ABA, the office promises to post details immediately.
The Flat Hat is again available at the Law School, after the
Amicus reminded its undergraduate counterpart of the existence of
Marshall-Wythe. Should Flat Hat deliveries ever cease once again,
students are asked to contact the Amicus, which will get on the Flat
Hat's case again .

-Fischer To Attend
RetireDlent SeDlinar
Professor Emeric Fischer has
been selected as one of the
country's
90
foremost
authorities on pension plans who
will participate in a profesSional
seminar on the 1974 Employee
Retirement
Security
Act
(ERISA).
The conference, scheduled for
March 20-22 in Warrenton , is
sponsored by the American Law
Institute and the American Bar
,Association Committee on
Continuing Professional
Education. Fischer said he is
honored to have been selected to
attend the 'prestigous seminar.
Attendance at the conference
is limited to invited participants,
who include experts in pension

Legal fraternity initiations will be staged from 4 to 6 p.m. on
Friday, March 14. The ceremonies will take place in the Great Hall
and Chapel of the Wren Building. All three fraternities are planning
events afterwards for members and new initiates. DTP's postinitiation gathering will be held in the Williamsburg Community
Center. PAD is sponsoring a party at which beer and mixed drinks
will be served at 8 p.m. in the Sitlin' Bull Room of the Campus Center.
PDP will have a beer party at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center's Little
Theatre.

plans, attorneys, accountants,
actuaries in private practice,
and representatives of ·the
Treasury Department, the
Internal Revenue Service, the
Labor Department, and several
Congressional committees.
Agenda topics will be
submitted by the participants.
Rather than having formal
speeches, the seminar will stress
in-{}epth discussion and analysiS
of provisions of the legislation by
the experts. ERISA is part of the
Internal Revenue Code.
Fischer expects that the
conclusions of the ALI-ABA
conference will be influential in
the formulation of interpretive
regulations of ERISA, which
have not yet been issued.

The William and Mary Law Review hopes to begin its spring
candidate program soon after the arrival of former professor Scott's
Property grades. Sam Boyte, editor-in-chief of the Review. believes
the program can begin this Friday if the grades are received by
today . In light of the hurried schedule, invitations will be sent to
students via the Coffee Bar boxes. Students should keep posted by
checking the boxes on the third floor.
The International Law Society is sponsoring a lecture by Stuart
Spirn on relevant aspects of Japanese Law. The informal lecture will
be held on Friday, March 14. at 3:00 p.m. at the Campus Center. Mr.
Spirn, a Marshall-Wythe graduate. is associated with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), Department of
. Justice and was formerly with U.S. Army-JAG. Faculty and students
as well as the public are invited to attend. Refreshments will be
served.
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PDP is moving full speed ahead with plans for its annual boat trip
through Hampton Roads Harbor and the scenic mothball fleet at
Norfolk. The trip, lasting approximately three houts !l!1d open to all,
will likely take place on Saturday night, May 3. Further and more
definite arrangements will be forthcoming.

Name . . . . . . .... . ...... . . .. .. .. . . .. ... .... . .... . .............. . ... I
I have accepted a position with:
I

Meanwhile. PAD has nothing specific to announce regarding its
annual Road Rally except a very tentative date of April 25 or 26 for
the event.

The Placement Office requests that any student who has accepted employment complete this form and either take the
form to the Placement Office or drop in the Placement box in
the General Office.
.

I
I

Firm Name .. ... .. .. . . .. . .... . .... : .... . .................. . .. . ... . I
Address .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. ....... . . ............. . . . ........ I

I
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Any student planning to take the July bar exam in Virginia, who
is interested in coordinating the BRI program, is asked to contact
Atty. Bill Miller at Loring & Miller, 229-0001.

